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Abstract - Accurate prediction of cold forging die 
behaviour during forging is becoming increasingly 
necessary, and it is important to optimize die design for its 
durability and reduce mould manufacturing costs. The 
optimization of the cold forging die design is necessary to 
reduce the cost of mould manufacturing as well as the 
forging process and also to increase the accuracy of the die 
and forging. For a number of years now, Computer Aided 
Engineering (CAE) techniques have been widely used in 
metal forming research. Current works a review of 
existing mould design techniques used in the forging 
process to improve die design and optimize the die design 
process. During cold forging, the die will high load, hence 
essential the study ends with future challenges of mould 
design and its processes, approaches taken to develop an 
optimal system that can satisfy customers. 

Key Words:  impression die forging, closed die 
forging. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The defects like Under falling and folding degrade the 
equity quality of the forged pat Closed die forging 
procedure Continue to show particular interest because it 
Can produce parts of Various Shape & size with high 
complexity, from different metals & alloys with moderate 
Costs This process is used to manufacts Camshafts, 
connecting gear turbine blades, clicks & other 
Components. For satanical industry. Different authors 
made in attempt to optimize the click designs and to 
cutover, the quality of forget pork, for that they have used 
different techniques. Like FEM, Natural Network. 

2. Literature review 

[1] Santanu das, this paper offers a evaluation of 
optimization of bloodless forging die layout and dies 
layout   procedure. Cold forging die layout and die layout 
procedure optimization has been achieved with the aid of 
using many authors the use of one-of-a-kind strategies 
excellently. Still, it is require getting the better accuracy 
withinside the results, which may be completed with the 
aid of using optimizing the meshing and locating out the 
most reliable aspects.  

[2] Khaleed Hussain, samad.Z  This paper offers a 
evaluation of optimization of bloodless forging die layout 

and dies layout procedure. Cold forging die layout and die 
layout procedure optimization has been achieved with the 
aid of using many authors the use of one-of-a-kind 
strategies excellently. 

Still, it is require getting the better accuracy withinside the 
results, which may be completed with the aid of using 
optimizing the meshing and locating out the 

[3] Jasleen Kaur, B. S. Pabla   Another notable extrade is 
the increased steel waft charge with reduced die placed 
on, which means that that the die should pinnacle off 
effects with reduced placed on. Complete die filling with 
minimum folding of material end up observed with the 
cylindrical billet with 10% flash allowance. It end up 
moreover observed that for a completely filled die without 
any folding of material, a minimum die placed on and 
maximum material waft charge are the exceptional 
requirements, which is probably fulfilled at the same time 
as the cylindrical billet . 

[4] Dorin Luca   The important conclusions are: (i) 
Equivalent stresses from forging device variety inversely 
with the flash land height; (ii) Forging stress decreases 
with developing of the flash land height however, 
developing the flash land height can be made only within 
the limits in which ensures an entire filling of final hole 
area corners; for all three times considered, are low, below 
1 µm  it suggests that the dies have been nicely designed, 
are sufficiently rigid and provide the necessary precision 
for the strong part. 

Process And Working Sequence 

The maximum essential manner editions are closed-die 
forging with flash, die forging without flash, and precision 
forging. In the die forging manner with flash, surplus 
fabric is displaced to the outside thru a device gap. In the 
manner without flash no surplus fabric escapes from the 
device.The accuracy that may be reached with forging with 
flash is in the tolerances of  ( quantity of the ISO tolerance 
table). By forging with out flash the tolerances of the die-
solid components may be increased  and machining tactics 
can be reduced. Precision forging lets in the forging of 
certain purposeful and powerful surfaces, prefinished in 
such a manner that the accuracy is similar with finish-
machining tactics. 
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In addition to forming, diverse different production tactics 
are covered withinside the paintings procedure.The 
complete production series may be divided into 
separating, heating, forming, likely trimming, warmth 
remedy and cleansing operations. The optimized mixture 
of metal characteristics for particular packages can 
simplest be reached with warmth remedy. The maximum 
essential warmth remedy tactics for die-solid components 
of metal substances are normalizing, tempering, 
tempering from hot-forming temperature, warmth remedy 
for progressed machinability, respectively, resistance, and 
managed cooling of the forging warmth.The maximum 
essential nonferrous fabric for die- forging components is 
aluminium. 

 Temper-hardened alloys are generally used for this 
application. The thermosetting aluminium alloys attain 
their resistance via way of means of solution warmth 
remedy observed via way of means of quench hardening 
and aging. 

Tools and Part Material properties 

For accurate prediction of metal flow and forming loads, it 
is necessary to use reliable data inputs. limited to 
achievable strains. To obtain yield stress at strain and high 
strain rate, torsion test can be used or alternatively, 
compression data is carefully extrapolated. In most 
simulations, the tools are considered rigid; therefore, the 
strain and stress of the matrix is . However, in precision 
forging operations, the relatively small elastic 
deformations of the die can affect the thermal and 
mechanical loading conditions of and contact stress 
distribution at the die/workpiece surface. Therefore, 
mould stress analysis is an important part of process 
simulation to verify mould design and forging process 
parameters. 

 
Interface condition 

The interface between the die and the workpiece has a 
significant effect on the metal flow and the charges 
required to manufacture the part. In the forging 
simulation, due to the high contact stress at the interface 

between the part and the die, the constant coefficient of 
shear friction outperformed the coulomb coefficient of 
friction. The most common way to determine the 
coefficient of shear friction in forgings is to perform the 
annular pressure tests. From these tests the coefficient of 
heat transfer, yield stress and ma can be estimated. 
observed as a function of temperature, strain rate, strain, 
and formation pressure, as discussed "Temperature and 
Heat Transfer”. However, coefficients of friction measured 
by the ring pressure test compare not valid for precision 
forgings (hot, warm and cold) where the surface pressures 
are very high and the forming Surfaces very important. 
Friction conditions characteristics change due to lubricant 
change and temperatures at mould/part surface. In such 
applications, a double cup extrusion test is recommended 
to estimate the coefficient of friction, as discussed in 
process. “Friction and Lubrication”. Material Specifications 
The die hot forging model is a simulation of a combination 
of heat transfer and deformation. 

 Material parameters 

 related to both heat transfer and deformation shall be 
determined. The material parameters commonly used to 
model heat transfer are the thermal conductivity, heat 
capacity, and emissivity of the workpiece and mold 
material. These parameters are usually set based on the 
temperature and yield stress of the workpiece. Very 
important for accurate prediction of metal melting 
behaviour. It is usually defined in terms of strain, strain 
rate, temperature, and any initial microstructure. Young's 
modulus, Poisson ratio as a function of temperature and 
thermal expansion of matrix materials are important 
parameters for matrix stress analysis 

 
Common Materials in Closed Die Forging 

While closed die forging is applied for nearly all the metal 
materials, in factual product, only part of the materials is 
used for the different characteristics. The cost is main 
affect to the selection of forging material. Let’s take a look 
at some of the common materials used in closed die 
forgings. 
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Steel 

When it comes to closed die forging, steel is by far the 
most common material used. Alloy sword, carbon steel, 
and stainless sword are all used depending on what the 
forging is used for. Stainless sword material is frequently 
used for factors that require erosion resistance and rust 
resistance. Alloy sword and carbon sword are the most 
generally used in closed die forging process for its 
competitive price and easy contortion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steel 

Aluminium 

Aluminium is popular due to its low thickness, high 
strength, and easy machining. It's globally used in closed 
die forging process especially for the automotive and 
aerospace industries. Although it's normally used in the 
aerospace and automotive industries, it's a challenge for 
domestic forging due to the fact that it's fluently deformed 
after forging. But heat treatment can help to improve the 
hardness and other properties. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Aluminium 

Copper or Brass 

Copper or brass is also generally used in closed die 
forging, which is the most expensive of the three materials 
that we've discussed. Copper forging or brass forging is 
most normally used for gate and pump fittings. 

 

                              

 

 

 

 

 

 
Copper or brass 

Advantages of closed die forging  
  

 Net shapes Closed die forging they makes net 
shapes or near net shapes. Therefore, one can 
save time and money that would else be spent on 
added machining work.  

  High strength in comparison to casting, closed die 
forging shows superior mechanical properties, 
majorly because of the conformation of internal 
grain structure that follows a part’s general shape. 
The internal grain inflow leads to advanced 
product strength and strength. Therefore, the 
operation of this process is wider, as the products 
offer better working performance.  

  
  Close tolerances as closed die forging gives near 

net shape, close tolerances can be achieved 
through this process. In fact, for some small 
products, one can achieve a tolerance close to/-
0.3 mm. This farther requires lower machining or 
no machining, saving on costs.  

  No material limitation Whether it’s steel, brass or 
aluminium, forging companies in India use all 
similar materials for closed die forging. The 
method is also suitable for several other metal 
alloys.  

 more surface finish as against casting, closed die 
forging provides much better surface finish due to 
precise shaping and it’s saving the cost of 
machining.  

  Cleaner process Forging manufacturers in India 
adopt closed die forging whenever possible, as it’s 
also a cleaner and greener process as compared to 
casting.  

      Disadvantages of closed die forging  
 

  Advanced tooling costs the process involves 
advanced tooling cost that makes it precious, at 
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least for short product runs. Still, it can be 
relatively suitable for large product runs or where 
mass product is needed.  

 Dimensions limitation for complex products, 
closed die forging may not help. It has limitations 
on dimensions.  

 Size limitation Similar to complex products, larger 
products may be produced by other methods and 
closed die forging may not be suitable for them.  

  Therefore, closed die forging is overall a cost-effective 
process when used for mass product and to gain advanced 
product strength and toughness. For short product runs 
and complex products, diligence may need to depend on 
other metalwork ways 

Conclusion: - 

        Hence, we conclude that In that impression die forging 
we learn about the impression die forging and how it is 
applicable in industry. we also learn the metal forming 
process and tool and parts material properties and 
common material used in impression die forging and their 
advantages and disadvantages. 
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